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Two Higgs Doublet Models (2HDM) are popular extensions of the Standard Model for several reasons, but
do not explain neutrino masses. In this work, we investigate how one can incorporate neutrino masses within the
framework of the 2HDM-U(1), where U(1) is an abelian gauge symmetry used to nicely address the absence of
flavor changing neutral currents in 2HDM. In particular, we explore realizations of the type I and type II seesaw
since they are mechanisms that we dote on for being able to generate elegantly small active neutrino masses. We
show that one can build several models featuring type I, type II and type I+II seesaw mechanism with different
phenomenological implications.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Standard Model (SM) has endured all precision tests
in the past decades and offers the best description of the
electroweak and strong interactions in nature [1, 2]. The
discovery of a scalar particle that resembles very much the
SM Higgs has solidified it ever further[3, 4]. Neutrinos are
massless in the SM though, which is in conflict with the
observation of neutrino oscillations which require non-zero
neutrino masses. Therefore the SM must be extended. The
most trivial way to accommodate neutrino masses in the
SM is via the introduction of right-handed neutrinos and
then generate Dirac neutrino masses. The smallness of the
neutrino masses would be explained by using suppressed
Yukawa couplings. If in addition to the right-handed neu-
trinos we add a Majorana mass term for the right-handed
neutrinos the type I seesaw mechanism arises. A Majorana
mass term violates lepton number in two units, but lepton
number is simply an accidental symmetry in the SM, so
there is no fundamental reason that prohibits it [5, 6]. The
smallness of the active neutrino masses is explained by either
invoking tiny Yukawa couplings or setting the Majorana mass
at very high energy scales. Arguably the addition of a bare
mass term means that the theory is not complete, and this
bare mass term is expected to be related to a spontaneous
symmetry breaking mechanism somehow [7]. An orthogonal
way to accommodate neutrino masses is by adding to the SM
spectrum a scalar triplet, which features a neutral scalar with
a very small vacuum expectation value that is responsible for
generating neutrino masses at the eV scale. This setup leads
to Majorana neutrinos and it is known as the type II seesaw
[8].
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That said, any attempt to explain neutrino masses via type
I or type II seesaw mechanism requires extra scalars which
may alter the SM predictions. One important parameter in
this regard is the ρ parameter which connects the spontaneous
symmetry breaking mechanism to the SM gauge bosons
masses. It is constrained to be ρ = 1.00039 ± 0.00019 [9]
and models that have an extended scalar sector might feature
contributions to the W and Z masses that might bring ρ away
from the unit.
On one hand, Two-Higgs-Doublet Models (2HDM) are
appealing because they naturally keep the ρ parameter
unchanged [10]. On the other hand, they fail to accommodate
neutrino masses and for this reason, they should be extended
if they stand at all as the theory beyond the SM. Moreover,
2HDM in general feature flavor changing neutral interactions
which are subject to stringent bounds and severely restrict the
parameter space of such models [11–15].
Some attempts have been made to improve the 2HDM by
addressing dark matter [16–24], neutrino masses [25–28],
among others interesting observables. In this work we are
interested in 2DHM featuring an additional gauge symmetry.
There are proposals in the literature involving non-abelian
gauge groups which have interesting outcome [29], but in this
manuscript we focus rather on 2HDM that are augmented by
a U(1)X group motivated by the works done in [30–34].
The initial motivation behind such models was that they
could elegantly explain the absence of flavor changing
interactions because the U(1) gauge group could break down
to a Z2 symmetry that prevented both scalar doublets from
contributing to fermion masses, and a richer collider phe-
nomenology surfaced such as exotic Higgs decays involving
a light Z ′, etc [35–37]. Later on, it was explicitly shown that
the smallness of the neutrino masses could be simultaneously
2addressed in such models via the type I seesaw mechanism
[38]. In the latter, many U(1)X models could be selected
to explain neutrino masses. The possibility of explaining
neutrino masses via a type II seesaw was explored in [39–42]
were the it has shown that the viable U(1)X symmetries were
severely restricted. Furthermore, knowing that dark matter
constitutes a strong evidence for physics beyond the Standard
Model [43], it was shown that a viable dark matter candidate
via the well known Z ′ portal was feasible [44]. The dark
matter phenomenology was driven by the Z ′ interactions
with dark matter and SM particles if dark matter acts as a
vector-like fermion. Thus, qualitatively speaking, it does not
matter whether we have a seesaw type I or type II at play.
The models we propose in this work feature combinations
of type I and II seesaw mechanisms, and since the dark
matter phenomenology does not qualitatively depend on the
seesaw mechanism one can easily accommodate a vector-like
fermion as dark matter in the model proposed here. The
phenomenology would be very similar and for this reason we
will not repeat this exercise, and we will rather focus on the
possible seesaw realizations.
In the type I seesaw mechanism three right-handed neutri-
nos are added to the 2HDM spectrum, and the mixing between
the right-handed neutrinos and active neutrinos induces light
masses to the active neutrinos after the diagonalization of
the mass matrix. It is well-known that the addition of chiral
fermions generates gauge anomalies that need to be cancelled
out. In the proposal presented in [44] that was under control
due to some gauge symmetries which played the same role as
the usual B-L symmetry [45] which requires the presence of
three right-handed neutrinos to cancel the gauge anomalies.
In the type II seesaw mechanism which invokes scalar a
triplet, the gauge anomalies imply in severe restrictions
to the SM quantum numbers limiting the possible U(1)X
symmetries as aforementioned. In summary, we point out
that there are several ways to accommodate neutrinos masses.
The existence of right-handed neutrinos, a scalar triplet, a
singlet scalar responsible for breaking the U(1)X allows
different seesaw realizations, a fact that has not been explored
in the past. In our work, we review these aspects in a general
setting and explore the connection to the absolute neutrino
masses. In particular, we show that one can combine the type
I and type II seesaw, and assess under which conditions one
seesaw dominates over the other. Several type I+II seesaw
studies have been performed in the past [40, 46–49], but in
our work we discuss the type I, type II, and type I+II seesaw
realizations embedded in the well motivated 2HDM-U(1)
model which has become an experimental benchmark at the
LHC [50–52], and investigate the implications for neutrino
masses.
Our work is structured as follows: In section II we describe
the 2HDM-U(1)X model, in section III we address the seesaw
realizations, in section IV we discuss some phenomenological
aspects before concluding in section V.
II. 2HDM WITH U(1)X SYMMETRY
Extending the SM via the inclusion of a second Higgs dou-
blet amounts to the appearance of extra Yukawa interactions,
−LY2HDM = yd1Q¯LΦ1dR + yu1 Q¯LΦ˜1uR + ye1L¯LΦ1eR
+ yd
2
Q¯LΦ2dR + y
u
2
Q¯LΦ˜2uR + y
e
2
L¯LΦ2eR + h.c.
(1)
The presence of these extra interaction terms can lead to fla-
vor changing interactions mediated by extra neutral scalars at
tree level. These flavor change neutral interactions (FCNI)
should be suppressed in light of stringent bounds [53–57].
The standard way to prevent these processes is to impose a
Z2 symmetry, Φ1 → −Φ1 and Φ2 → Φ2, with suitable parity
for the fermions, in order to eliminate the undesirable terms in
equation (1). For instance, if all the fermions are even under
Z2, only the terms of the second line remain invariant,
−LY2HDM-I = yd2Q¯LΦ2dR + yu2 Q¯LΦ˜2uR + ye2L¯LΦ2eR+ h.c.
(2)
This Lagrangian characterizes the so-called type I 2HDM.
There are other types of Yukawa couplings which are free
from FCNI and lead to different realizations known as type-II,
flipped and lepton specific 2HDM [58]. In this work, we
concentrate only with the type I 2HDM. Within this type I
2HDM, which has no neutrino masses, we can extend it using
an abelian gauge symmetry and explain neutrino masses via a
type I and type II seesaw as we describe further.
As said, an interesting alternative to using discrete sym-
metries to solve the flavor problem is by means of abelian
gauge symmetries. The discrete symmetry was initially
invoked to prevent one scalar doublet from contributing to
fermion masses, and that can be elegantly done by imposing
that one scalar doublet transforms differently from the other
under a new gauge group. This symmetry can be used
to solve the flavor problem, explain neutrinos masses and
stabilize a potential dark matter candidate as aforementioned,
its existence is much more appealing. Although, there are
additional refinements that need to be made in order to have a
consistent model.
The charges of the fields under the new gauge symmetry,
U(1)X , are constrained by the desired Yukawa interactions
and triangle anomalies. That said, there are still several ways
to accommodate neutrino masses, we will divide them into six
benchmark scenarios.
• BM 1: Is the scenario where right-handed neutrinos,
a scalar triplet and a scalar singlet are added to the
2HDM, inducing a type I +II seesaw mechanism;
• BM 2: Concerns the setup where the 2HDM is aug-
mented with only right-handed neutrinos and a scalar
singlet, which leads to type I seesaw;
3BM Fields Charge Assignment Yukawa Lagrangian Seesaw Type Neutrino Nature
1 NR,Φs,∆ I y
LLc
L
iσ2∆LL + y
DL¯LΦ˜2NR + y
RNc
R
ΦsNR Type I + II Majorana
2 NR,Φs I y
DL¯LΦ˜2NR + y
RNc
R
ΦsNR Type I Majorana
3 NR,∆ I y
LLc
L
∆LL + y
DL¯LΦ˜2NR Type II + Dirac Majorana
4 NR I y
DL¯LΦ˜2NR Dirac Dirac
5 Φs,∆ II y
LLc
L
∆LL Type II Majorana
6 ∆ II yLLc
L
∆LL Type II Majorana
TABLE I: Summary of the six general benchmark cases in this work where we investigate neutrino mass generation with and
without the presence of right-handed neutrinos, a scalar triplet, and scalar singlet. Each scenario yields different scalar
potentials and neutrino masses. See text for details.
• BM 3: In this case, in addition to three right-handed
neutrinos a scalar triplet is invoked, yielding a type II
seesaw;
• BM 4: In this case only right-handed neutrinos are
added to the 2HDM;
• BM 5: Refers to the case where there are no right-
handed neutrinos but singlet and triplet scalar fields are
invoked;
• BM 6: Is the setup where we simply add one scalar
triplet.
We summarize these setups in Table I and will describe
each one in more detail below.
If we simply augment the SM with an abelian gauge sym-
metry, all gauge anomalies can be cancelled without the need
of extra chiral fermions. If we keep the fermion content of
the SM, the cancellation of the [U(1)X ]
3 anomaly forces a re-
lation between the charge of the right-handed up quarks (u),
and the right-handed down quarks (d), namely u = −2d. The
charges of all the other fields can then be written in terms of
one of them, say d, as follows:
q = −d
2
, l =
3d
2
, QX2 = −
3d
2
,
u = −2d , e = 3d,
(3)
where l (q) is the U(1)X charge of the lepton (quark) doublet,
u (e) the charge of the right-handed up quarks (charged
leptons) and QXi the charge of the scalar doublets. For later
convenience, we will refer to it as charge assignment II. Note
that the doublet Φ1 is neither coupled to fermions nor in-
volved in gauge anomalies, so that its U(1)X charge remains
unconstrained. At this point, the only requirement is that the
charges of the scalar doublets under U(1)X , namely QX1
and QX2, ought to be different, i.e. QX1 6= QX2, in order
to avoid FCNI. We will see later on that this is not always true.
Considering a different case, where three right-handed neu-
trinos are added to the SM spectrum, we notice that their in-
clusion can be parametrized by two U(1)X charges, chosen to
be u and d. The [U(1)X ]
3 anomaly which had previously en-
forced u = −2d in the scenario above, can now be cancelled
out by simply making n = −(u+ 2d), where n is the U(1)X
of the right-handed neutrinos. The other charges are given by,
q =
1
2
(u+ d) , l = −3
2
(u+ d) , QX2 =
1
2
(u− d)
e = −(2u+ d) , n = −(u+ 2d).
(4)
We will refer to this as charge assignment I, as can be seen in
Table I.
In this class of models, the implementation of the seesaw
mechanism for the generation of neutrino masses calls for the
presence of extra scalar fields. With right-handed neutrinos
charged underU(1)X , a bare Majorana mass termMRN cRNR
is forbidden. Thus the type I seesaw mechanism cannot be
realized. However, the inclusion of a scalar singlet Φs, allows
for the coupling,
− Lν = yRN cRΦsNR + h.c., (5)
which, after spontaneous symmetry breaking of U(1)X , gen-
erates aMajoranamass term. The quantum numbers ofΦs un-
der the symmetry group SU(3)c×SU(2)L×U(1)Y ×U(1)X
are Φs ∼ (1, 1, 0, qXs). Note that Eq. (5) fixes the U(1)X
charge of Φs as qXs = 2u+ 4d.
If right-handed neutrinos are not included, neutrino masses
can still be generated provided that we add to the model a
scalar triplet∆ ∼ (1, 3, 2, qXt), so that the Yukawa coupling,
− Lν = yLLcLiσ2∆LL + h.c., (6)
generates a Majorana mass term for the neutrinos after ∆
acquires a vacuum expectation value (vev), which is the
key signature of the type II seesaw mechanism. The term in
eq.(6) is only present if the U(1)X charge of∆ is qXt = −3d.
In summary, one can generate neutrino masses through
type I and/or type II seesaw mechanisms, and exploit this fact
considering all possible realizations in the 2HDM-U(1)X
framework.
III. SEESAW REALIZATIONS IN THE 2HDM-U(1)
In the type I seesaw mechanism, heavy right-handed
neutrinos lead to small neutrino masses, whereas in the
4type II seesaw the small scalar triplet vev justifies the small
neutrino masses [59–71]. Notice that these mechanisms are
completely different from one another but at the end have
the same goal. There are several ways to incorporate them
in the 2HDM-U(1)X model, with or without right-handed
neutrinos, a scalar triplet, and a scalar singlet field. Although,
they lead only to two different charge assignments for the
SM fields, we highlight that each scenario corresponds to
a different model. In this work we extend previous studies
by proposing new models where these seesaw realizations
successfully happen. We will describe them below.
A. Type I + II seesaw mechanism (BM 1)
It is possible to merge the Type I and Type II seesaw mech-
anisms by including both the scalar singlet and triplet. As
right-handed neutrinos are also included, the charges follow
the charge assignment I, under which the charge of the triplet
is qXt = 3(u + d). In this general case, the Yukawa La-
grangian relevant for neutrino masses is given by,
−Lν = yLLcLiσ2∆LL+yDL¯LΦ˜2NR+yRN cRΦsNR+h.c.
(7)
As the scalars develop their respective vev, the neutrinos ac-
quire masses according to
−Lν = 1
2
νcLMLνL+ ν¯LMDNR+
1
2
N cRMRNR+h.c., (8)
with,
1
2
ML =
yLvt√
2
, MD =
yDv2√
2
,
1
2
MR =
yRvs√
2
, (9)
where vt, v2 and vs are respectively the vev of ∆, Φ2 and
Φs. Although we have suppressed the flavor indices, it is
to be understood that ML, MR, MD and the corresponding
Yukawa couplings are 3× 3 matrices in flavor space.
We can arrange the left-handed active neutrinos and right-
handed ones in a left-handed neutrino field as,
NL =
(
νL
N cR
)
, (10)
and rewrite Eq.(8) in a matrix form,
− Lν = 1
2
N cLMνNL + h.c., (11)
with the mass matrix
Mν =
(
ML M
T
D
MD MR
)
, (12)
whose eigenvalues give the physical neutrino masses.
As we are interested in estimating the order of magnitude
of the physical neutrino masses, we will use the simplifying
assumption that the matricesML, MR andMD are diagonal,
i.e., ML = diag(mL,mL,mL), MR = diag(mR,mR,mR)
andMD = diag(mD,mD,mD), where these masses are real
and positive. Consequently,Mν reads,
Mν =


mL 0 0 mD 0 0
0 mL 0 0 mD 0
0 0 mL 0 0 mD
mD 0 0 mR 0 0
0 mD 0 0 mR 0
0 0 mD 0 0 mR


, (13)
and its eigenvalues are degenerate and given by,
m,M =
1
2
[
mL +mR ∓
√
4m2D + (mL −mR)2
]
, (14)
where the minus (plus) sign corresponds to neutrino massesm
(M ). It should be clear that there are six eigenvalues actually,
three of them equal to m and the others equal to M . This
degeneracy is a result of our simplifying assumption on Mν .
Obviously, this scenario of mass degenerate neutrinos does
not reproduce the neutrino oscillation data, but that can be
easily achieved by letting ML and MD not be diagonal as
shown in [72].
Depending on the relative sizes of mD, mR andmL, there
are several distinct scenarios for the neutrino masses. In the
Table II approximate expressions for them are summarized,
and the explicit derivation is shown in the appendix. We
see that the first four cases in Table II commonly feature
mR ≫ mD, i.e. the neutrino masses are essentially given by
m = mL (M = mR), so that to obtain active neutrino masses
of order ∼ 0.1 eV, mL is forced to be very small, mL . 0.1
eV.
In the next two rows which assume mD ≫ mR, all the
neutrinos are practically mass degenerate, with masses set by
mD, and are known as pseudo-Dirac neutrinos [73–75]. This
scenario however is not realistic because, on one hand, CMB
data constrains the sum of active neutrino masses [76],∑
i
mi . 0.1 eV, (15)
and on the other hand, stable right-neutrinos behave like dark
matter, and successful structure formation impose, [77–81],
M & 1 keV, (16)
ruling out this kind of pseudo-Dirac neutrinos. Nevertheless,
if the right-handed neutrinos are unstable particles, then the
bounds can be avoided and, in principle, would be possible
to have M as low as 0.1 eV. Specifically in our model, this
possibility could only be realized through the decay channel
enabled by the Yukawa interaction,
−Lν ⊃ yDL¯LΦ˜2NR = y
Dv2√
2
ν¯LNR +
yD√
2
ν¯Lρ2NR,
where ρ2 is the CP-even scalar of the Φ2 doublet. However,
with such a small mass of NR this decay becomes kinemati-
cally forbidden, what makes right-handed neutrinos stable in
5our model, conclusively excluding this scenario.
In the last row, mD and mR being of the same order of
magnitude imply that m and M are also of the same order
or magnitude, but with m being slightly smaller than M ,
unlessmD and mR are finely tuned. Therefore, this scenario
is similar to the previous pseudo-Dirac case, in other words,
ruled out.
Each one of the cases discussed previously will lead to a
different scalar potential that we describe further. We re-
mind the reader that we are focused on the 2HDM-U(1)X
models where the doublet Φ1 does not couples to the SM
fermions. Therefore, there is freedom to choose different
U(1)X charges, consequently leading to various scalar poten-
tials. In general, the scalar potential can be written as,
V (Φ1,Φ2,Φs,∆) = VH + VNH , (17)
where VH stands for the part of the potential that contains
Hermitian terms,
VH = m
2
1Φ
†
1
Φ1 +m
2
2Φ
†
2
Φ2 +m
2
sΦ
†
sΦs +m
2
tTr(∆
†∆) + λ1(Φ
†
1
Φ1)
2 + λ2(Φ
†
2
Φ2)
2 + λs(Φ
†
sΦs)
2 + λt[Tr(∆
†∆)]2
+ λttTr(∆
†∆)2 + λ3(Φ
†
1
Φ1)(Φ
†
2
Φ2) + λ4(Φ
†
1
Φ2)(Φ
†
2
Φ1) + λs1(Φ
†
1
Φ1)(Φ
†
sΦs) + λs2(Φ
†
2
Φ2)(Φ
†
sΦs)
+ λt1(Φ
†
1
Φ1)Tr(∆
†∆) + λt2(Φ
†
2
Φ2)Tr(∆
†∆) + λtt1Φ
†
1
∆∆†Φ1 + λtt2Φ
†
2
∆∆†Φ2 + λst(Φ
†
sΦs)Tr(∆
†∆)
(18)
and VNH corresponds to the remaining non-Hermitian ones.
There are three possibilities, depending on the charge of
Φ1, QX1. These three possibilities rise after considering the
Yukawa lagrangians which should remain intact. They read,
(i) for QX1 =
1
2
(5u+ 7d) we get,
VNH = µs(Φ
†
1
Φ2Φs + h.c.) + µt(Φ
T
1
iσ2∆†Φ2 + h.c.)
+ κ′1(Φ
T
1 iσ
2∆†Φ1Φ
†
s + h.c.)
+ κ2(Φ
T
2
iσ2∆†Φ2Φs + h.c.);
(19)
(ii) for QX1 =
3
2
(u + d) we find,
VNH = µt1(Φ
T
1 iσ
2∆†Φ1+h.c.)+κ2(Φ
T
2 iσ
2∆†Φ2Φs+h.c.);
(20)
(iii) and for QX1 =
3
2
(3u+ 5d):
VNH = κ
′(ΦT
1
iσ2∆†Φ2Φ
†
s+h.c.)+κ2(Φ
T
2
iσ2∆†Φ2Φs+h.c.).
(21)
Notice that indeed there are three different distinct non-
Hermitian scalar potentials which can be further modified
depending on the presence or not of the scalar triplet and
singlet field. We will consider these cases below.
B. Scalar singlet absent (BM 3)
In this section we shall consider the case in which the scalar
sector is composed only by the doublets Φi and the triplet ∆.
Without the scalar singlet Φs, the last term in equation (8) is
absent, which amounts to a vanishingMR, so that,
Mν =
(
ML M
T
D
MD 0
)
. (22)
The eigenvalues of this matrix are,
m =
1
2
[√
4m2D +m
2
L −mL
]
, (23)
and,
M =
1
2
[
mL +
√
4m2D +m
2
L
]
. (24)
In this setup there are three variants, summarized in ta-
ble III. The first possibility is mD ≫ mL. In this limit we
get,
m,M ≃ mD ∓ 1
2
mL +
m2L
8mD
,
which approximately means that,
m,M ≃ mD. (25)
Thus the neutrinos are pseudo-Dirac neutrinos, and as we
discussed previously, this scenario is excluded.
The second possibility happens when mL ∼ mD. If mL
andmD are of the same order of magnitude the same happens
for m and M , but with m being slightly smaller than M ,
unless again we invoke some fine tuning.
The third case occurs formL ≫ mD, which leads to,
m ≃ m
2
D
mL
, (26)
and,
M ≃ mL. (27)
From eq.(26) we see thatm can be very small for sufficiently
largemL. However, we must take into account the constraints
coming from the ρ parameter, which preclude the vev of
the scalar triplet take on high values, thus limiting the
maximum value of mL. We can expect mL . 1 GeV as a
reasonable upper limit. Therefore, the only way to achieve
mL ≫ mD is to make the Yukawa couplings yD very small.
6Limit m M Neutrino Nature
mR ≫ mD ≫ mL mL −
m
2
D
2mR
mR +
m
2
D
2mR
Majorana
mR ≫ mL ≫ mD mL −
m
2
L
4mR
mR +
m
2
L
4mR
Majorana
mR ≫ mD,mL andmD ∼ mL mL −
m
2
D
2mR
−
m
2
L
4mR
mR +
m
2
D
2mR
+
m
2
L
4mR
Majorana
mD ≪ mR,mL andmR ∼ mL mL −
m
2
D
(mR−mL)
mR +
m
2
D
(mR−mL)
Majorana
mD ≫ mR ≫ mL −mD +
1
2
mR −
m
2
R
8mD
mD +
1
2
mR +
m
2
R
8mD
Pseudo-Dirac
mD ≫ mR,mL andmR ∼ mL −mD +
mL+mR
2
−
(mL−mR)
2
8mD
mD +
mL+mR
2
+ (mL−mR)
2
8mD
Pseudo-Dirac
mL ≪ mR,mD andmR ∼ mD
1
2
[
mR −
√
4m2
D
+m2
R
]
1
2
[
mR +
√
4m2
D
+m2
R
]
Pseudo-Dirac
TABLE II: Physical neutrino masses in different limits of the type I + II seesaw mechanism in 2HDM (bechmark scenario BM 1).
For example, assuming v2 ∼ 100 GeV and mL ∼ 100
MeV, we need yD ∼ 10−8 to obtain m ∼ 0.1 eV. Here, the
right-handed neutrinos would have masses ofM ∼ 100MeV.
Right-handed neutrinos with masses around 100 MeV are
fully consistent with structure formation bounds if they are
potential dark matter candidates [82].
In this case, the Hermitian part of the potential is the same
as the one in Eq. (18), omitting the terms which contain the
singlet:
VH = m
2
1
Φ†
1
Φ1 +m
2
2
Φ†
2
Φ2 +m
2
tTr(∆
†∆) + λ1(Φ
†
1
Φ1)
2 + λ2(Φ
†
2
Φ2)
2
+ λt[Tr(∆
†∆)]2 + λttTr(∆
†∆)2 + λ3(Φ
†
1
Φ1)(Φ
†
2
Φ2) + λ4(Φ
†
1
Φ2)(Φ
†
2
Φ1)
+ λt1(Φ
†
1
Φ1)Tr(∆
†∆) + λt2(Φ
†
2
Φ2)Tr(∆
†∆) + λtt1Φ
†
1
∆∆†Φ1 + λtt2Φ
†
2
∆∆†Φ2.
(28)
Regarding the non-Hermitian part of the potential there are
some possibilities depending on the charge of QX1. Two
straightforward possibilities are QX1 =
1
2
(5u + 7d) that
yields,
VNH = µt(Φ
T
1 iσ
2∆†Φ2 + h.c.), (29)
and QX1 =
3
2
(u+ d) whic leads to,
VNH = µt1(Φ
T
1 iσ
2∆†Φ1 + h.c.). (30)
There is also a less obvious third option in whichQX1 remains
free and u and d are not independent anymore, but satisfy u =
−2d:
VNH = µt2(Φ
T
2 iσ
2∆†Φ2 + h.c.). (31)
The condition u = −2d requires the scalar singlet to
be neutral under the U(1)X symmetry, and thus it cannot
break this symmetry spontaneously. However, as we are not
including the singlet here, we do not have to worry about this.
Note also that the condition u = −2d forces the right-handed
neutrinos to have zero U(1)X charges. Consequently, the
bare mass term MRN cRNR is now allowed going back to the
case where a right-handed mass term is present. Albeit, the
situation is fundamentally different because the entries of the
matrixMR are free parameters.
C. Scalar triplet absent - Type I seesaw (BM 2)
Without the presence of the scalar triplet, the first term in
equation (7) is absent, so that,
− LYNR = yD2 L¯LΦ˜2NR + yMN cRΦsNR + h.c. (32)
After spontaneous symmetry breaking, the Dirac and Majo-
rana mass terms leads to the following mass matrix,
Mν =
(
0 MTD
MD MR
)
(33)
The physical neutrino masses are,
m,M =
1
2
[
mR ±
√
4m2D +m
2
R
]
. (34)
In the limit mR ≫ mD, the type I seesaw mechanism is
realized, so that,
m ≃ m
2
D
mR
, (35)
M ≃ mR. (36)
In this scenario the scalar potential is uniquely defined with,
V = m2
1
Φ†
1
Φ1 +m
2
2
Φ†
2
Φ2 +m
2
sΦ
†
sΦs + λ1(Φ
†
1
Φ1)
2
+ λ2(Φ
†
2
Φ2)
2 + λs(Φ
†
sΦs)
2 + λ3(Φ
†
1
Φ1)(Φ
†
2
Φ2)
+ λ4(Φ
†
1
Φ2)(Φ
†
2
Φ1) + λs1(Φ
†
sΦs)(Φ
†
1
Φ1)
+ λs2(Φ
†
sΦs)(Φ
†
2
Φ2) + µs(Φ
†
1
Φ2Φs + h.c.),
(37)
7Limit m M Neutrino Nature
mD ≫ mL mD mD pseudo-Dirac
mD ∼ mL
1
2
[
√
4m2
D
+m2
L
−mL]
1
2
[mL +
√
4m2
D
+m2
L
] Majorana
mD ≪ mL m
2
D/mL mL Majorana
TABLE III: Physical neutrino masses in different limits of type II seesaw mechanism of benchmark scenario BM 3 in 2HDM.
where QX1 =
1
2
(5u+ 7d).
D. Scalar singlet and triplet absent - Dirac neutrinos (BM 4)
In the 2HDMwithout extra scalars, the Yukawa Lagrangian
reduces to,
− LYNR = yD2 L¯LΦ˜2NR + h.c.. (38)
In this case, the neutrinos are Dirac particles and acquire mass
similarly to the other SM fermions,
m =
yD2 v2√
2
. (39)
In this case, the smallness of neutrino masses requires small
Yukawa couplings, as it happens when the SM is simply aug-
mented by right-handed neutrinos. The scalar potential is
given by,
V (Φ1,Φ2) = m
2
1
Φ†
1
Φ1 +m
2
2
Φ†
2
Φ2 + λ1(Φ
†
1
Φ1)
2 + λ2(Φ
†
2
Φ2)
2
+ λ3(Φ
†
1
Φ1)(Φ
†
2
Φ2) + λ4(Φ
†
1
Φ2)(Φ
†
2
Φ1),
(40)
with the Φ1 charge freely defined.
Since the scalar Φ1 plays no role, in some models such
scalar is assumed not to develop a vacuum expectation value
as happens in the so-called scotogenic model [83–85]. It is
nice to see that generally considering 2HDM-U(1)X models,
one can find situations where such models mimic other
well-known models in the literature. The key difference
between them would be the presence of a Z ′ field which is
subject to interesting phenomenology [86].
E. Right-handed neutrinos and scalar singlet absent - type II
seesaw (BM 6)
In this setup only the first term in equation (7) is present, so
that the matrixMν degenerates to a 3× 3 matrix,Mν = ML.
The neutrino masses are given simply by,
m =
√
2yLvt. (41)
In this case the potential is uniquely determined with,
VH = m
2
1
Φ†
1
Φ1 +m
2
2
Φ†
2
Φ2 +m
2
tTr(∆
†∆) + λ1(Φ
†
1
Φ1)
2 + λ2(Φ
†
2
Φ2)
2 + λt[Tr(∆
†∆)]2
+ λttTr(∆
†∆)2 + λ3(Φ
†
1
Φ1)(Φ
†
2
Φ2) + λ4(Φ
†
1
Φ2)(Φ
†
2
Φ1) + λt1(Φ
†
1
Φ1)Tr(∆
†∆)
+ λt2(Φ
†
2
Φ2)Tr(∆
†∆) + λtt1Φ
†
1
∆∆†Φ1 + λtt2Φ
†
2
∆∆†Φ2 + µt2(Φ
T
2
iσ2∆†Φ2 + h.c.).
(42)
where the Φ1 charge is free. The neutrino phenomenology of
a pure type II seesaw has been carried out elsewhere [44].
F. Right-handed neutrinos absent - Type II seesaw + singlet
(BM 5)
Similarly to the type II case, the neutrino masses are
generated only by the scalar triplet. Therefore the expression
for the neutrinos masses is the same as in Eq.(41).
Concerning the scalars, the charge of Φ1 and Φs are not
fixed by Yukawa Lagrangian anymore, because right-handed
neutrinos are absent. Fixing the value of qXs and keeping
QX1 free, we have the Hermitian part of the potential VH
identical to the one in the Equation (42), and three possibili-
ties for VNH .
(i) For qXs = QX1 −QX2 we find,
VNH = µs(Φ
†
1
Φ2Φs + h.c.) + µt2(Φ
T
2 iσ
2∆†Φ2 + h.c.)
+ κ′(ΦT
1
iσ2∆†Φ2Φ
†
s + h.c.);
(43)
(ii) For qXs = 2(QX2 −QX1) we obtain,
VNH = µt2(Φ
T
2 iσ
2∆†Φ2+h.c.)+κ1(Φ
T
1 iσ
2∆†Φ1Φs+h.c.);
(44)
(iii) For qXs = 0 we find,
VNH = µt2(Φ
T
2 iσ
2∆†Φ2Φ
†
s+h.c.)+κ2(Φ
T
2 iσ
2∆†Φ2Φs+h.c.).
(45)
In this last case, notice that the role of Φs is reduced because
it contributes neither to neutrino masses (as there are no
right-handed neutrinos) nor to Z ′ one, because it is uncharged
under U(1)X (see next section). Nevertheless, it does not
8mean that Φs is totally irrelevant, as it mixes with the other
scalars and induces effects on the Higgs properties.
IV. DISCUSSION
One of the nice features of the 2HDM-U(1)X is the
presence of a new gauge boson, a Z ′, which can be heavy
or light and have different properties. These features are
determined mostly by the charge assignments of the particles
under U(1)X and by the scalar content of the model. For
models that follow the charge assignment II (see Table I),
there are only two nontrivial particular charge assignments:
one in which d = 0 in Eq.(3), i.e. where all fermions are
neutral under U(1)X ; and another where d = −2/3 that
leads to fermions with U(1)X charges identical to the SM
hypercharge. Different values for d are in fact not distinct
from the case d = −2/3, because it represents simply a
rescaling on the U(1)X gauge coupling, gX . Therefore,
charge assignment II gives rise either to a fermiophobic or
a sequential Z ′ [42]. We emphasize that collider bounds on
such sequential Z ′ bound are rather stringent, excluding Z ′
masses below ∼ 5 TeV [87], and future projection for the
LHC upgrade expects to rules masses up to 10 TeV [88].
For the models that follow charge assignment I, the free-
dom in u and d charges in Eq. (4) yields more possibilities,
including the fermiophobic and sequential Z ′ of the previous
case, but also, a multitude of other cases, like fermiophilic
Z ′,X = B−L, etc [33]. A detailed phenomenology of these
models is outside the scope of the present work, but some of
the cases of interest are discussed in [30, 89]).
It is important to highlight that when there are scalar
doublets, like in the model of section III D (BM 4), the Z ′
mass tends to be of the same order of the Z mass or smaller,
given that the vev of the doublets cannot be arbitrarily large,
since v2
1
+ v2
2
= (246 GeV)2. In order to evade the collider
bounds gX must very small because for a sufficiently light Z
′
boson, LHC loses sensitivity.
In the case of sections III B and III E (BM 3 and BM 6) in
which the triplet is included besides the doublets, the condi-
tion from the W boson mass reads v2 + 4v2t = (246 GeV)
2.
However, the contribution of vt to the Z
′ mass is rather re-
stricted because of the bound from the ρ parameter [42, 90],
vt < 2 GeV. Therefore, in all the cases in which there are
only doublets and the triplet, the Z ′ is necessarily light. In
particular, for a Z ′ lighter than Z , we can generally write,
m2Z′ =
g2X
4v2
[(QX1 −QX2)2v1v2 + q2Xsv2s ](v2 − 4v2t ). (46)
Notice that, even with the presence of the scalar singlet,
Z ′ can be light as long as vs is not so large and gX is
very small. We stress that this expression for a light Z ′
can be applied to the several specific cases treated above
by setting to zero the vev of the corresponding scalar that
is absent. Interestingly, for sufficiently low mass, Z ′ can
behave like a dark photon [91], when gX is small and
the Z ′ interactions with fermions is dominated by the
kinetic mixing term ǫ/2FµνF ′µν . For gX not so small, the
Z ′ is allowed to have more general interactions with fermions.
As the vev of the singlet is unconstrained from above, this
means that Z ′ can be made very heavy and easily evade LHC
bounds that lie at the TeV scale. In this case, the contribution
of vs dominates and we can approximate,
mZ′ =
1
2
gXqXsvs. (47)
Hence, as long as vs is sufficiently large, we can easily
accommodate a heavy Z ′ in our model. In summary, the
models we discussed can be made consistent with existing
bounds, while featuring a light or heavy Z ′. We have not
mentioned the bounds on the scalar fields masses, but they
may also be circumvented by considering vt sufficiently small
and vs sufficiently large. It has been shown that such bounds
can be indeed evaded in the alignment limit where the mixing
between the SM Higgs and the other scalars is suppressed
[44]. That can be done in the models proposed here with no
prejudice to neutrino masses. For this reason, we did not
dwell on them.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Two Higgs Doublet Model are popular extensions beyond
the SM. There are interesting alternatives to the canonical
Two Higgs Doublet model such as the 2HDM-U(1) that
features an additional abelian gauge symmetry. This gauge
symmetry suffices to explain the absence of flavor changing
neutral interactions, the presence of massive active neutrinos
and dark matter. As far as neutrino masses are concerned, we
proposed models that can successfully realize combinations
of the type I and/or type II seesaw. We have shown that
some possibilities are already excluded by data, while others
remain viable, containing either relatively light or very heavy
right-handed neutrinos.
The models we discussed here encompass other models
proposed in the literature in some limiting cases, with
appealing differences, such as the presence of a dark photon
or heavy Z ′ gauge boson [92–98].
We believe that such models stand as plausible alternatives
to the Two Higgs Doublet Model because they are theoreti-
cally compelling for being able to address neutrino masses,
dark matter and the absence of flavor changing interactions,
and experimentally attractive for being subject to searches for
right-handed neutrinos, dark matter, doubly charged scalars,
dark photon or Z ′ fields.
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VI. APPENDIX
In this appendix we will describe in more detail the lim-
iting cases of type I and type II seesaw dominance consid-
ering different scales for the mR, mD and mL masses. We
will consider the case in which we have the complete scalar
sector, with the two doublets Φi, the triplet ∆ and the sin-
glet Φs, so that it is necessary to analyze the full mass ma-
trix Eq.(13). As we assume that the block matrix components
of Mν have equal diagonal elements, we obtain degenerate
eigenvalues given by,
m =
1
2
[
mL +mR −
√
4m2D + (mL −mR)2
]
, (48)
and,
M =
1
2
[
mL +mR +
√
4m2D + (mL −mR)2
]
. (49)
As there are different limits, we can classify them based on
the relative size ofmL,mR andmD:
(i) The three variables are of the same order of magnitude:
mD ∼ mR ∼ mL.
(ii) The three variables are of different orders:
mR ≫ mD ≫ mL,
mR ≫ mL ≫ mD,
mL ≫ mD ≫ mR,
mL ≫ mR ≫ mD,
mD ≫ mR ≫ mL,
mD ≫ mL ≫ mR.
(iii) Two of them are of the same order and the third one is
much larger than the others:
mR ≫ mD,mL and mD ∼ mL,
mL ≫ mD,mR and mD ∼ mR,
mD ≫ mR,mL and mR ∼ mL.
(iv) Two of them are of the same order and the third one is
much smaller than the others:
mL ≪ mR,mD and mD ∼ mR,
mR ≪ mL,mD and mD ∼ mL,
mD ≪ mR,mL and mR ∼ mL.
Instead of considering all these possibilities, we can deal
with a reduced number of them, by noting that the masses m
and M are symmetrical under the exchange of mR and mL.
So, we are left with:
(i) The three variables are of the same order of magnitude:
mD ∼ mR ∼ mL.
(ii) The three variables are of different orders:
mR ≫ mD ≫ mL,
mR ≫ mL ≫ mD,
mD ≫ mR ≫ mL.
(iii) Two of them are of the same order and the third one is
much larger than the others:
mR ≫ mD,mL and mD ∼ mL,
mD ≫ mR,mL and mR ∼ mL.
(iv) Two of them are of the same order and the third one is
much smaller than the others:
mR ≪ mL,mD and mD ∼ mL,
mD ≪ mR,mL and mR ∼ mL.
The remaining cases are obtained by swapping mR and mL
in the corresponding expressions.
For the case mD ∼ mR ∼ mL, the Eq. (48) and Eq.(49)
should be used without modification, as they are not amenable
to simplifications in this regime. Now, for mR ≫ mD,mL,
we can use the approximation:
√
4m2D + (mL −mR)2 ≃ mR
(
1 +
m2D
m2R
+
m2L
2m2R
− mL
mR
)
= mR −mL + m
2
D
mR
+
m2L
2mR
.
Then, using Eq. (48) and Eq.(49), we get,
• IfmD ∼ mL, then,
m ≃ mL − m
2
D
2mR
− m
2
L
4mR
, (50)
and,
M ≃ mR + m
2
D
2mR
+
m2L
4mR
. (51)
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• IfmD ≫ mL, then,
m ≃ mL − m
2
D
2mR
, (52)
and,
M ≃ mR + m
2
D
2mR
. (53)
• IfmL ≫ mD, then,
m ≃ mL − m
2
L
4mR
, (54)
and,
M ≃ mR + m
2
L
4mR
. (55)
Now, formD ≫ mR,mL we use the approximation:
√
4m2D + (mL −mR)2 ≃ 2mD
[
1 +
(mL −mR)2
8m2D
]
= 2mD +
(mL −mR)2
4mD
.
Hence:
• IfmR ∼ mL, then,
m ≃ −mD + mL +mR
2
− (mL −mR)
2
8mD
, (56)
and,
M ≃ mD + mL +mR
2
+
(mL −mR)2
8mD
. (57)
• IfmR ≫ mL, then,
m ≃ −mD + 1
2
mR − m
2
R
8mD
, (58)
and,
M ≃ mD + 1
2
mR +
m2R
8mD
. (59)
Now, ifmR ≪ mL,mD andmL ∼ mD:
√
4m2D + (mL −mR)2 ≃
√
4m2D +m
2
L.
Hence,
m ≃ 1
2
[
mL −
√
4m2D +m
2
L
]
, (60)
and,
M ≃ 1
2
[
mL +
√
4m2D +m
2
L
]
, (61)
Finally, formD ≪ mR,mL andmR ∼ mL:
√
4m2D + (mL −mR)2 = −(mL −mR)
(
1 +
2m2D
(mL −mR)2
)
= mR −mL − 2m
2
D
(mL −mR) .
Hence,
m ≃ mL − m
2
D
(mR −mL) , (62)
and,
M ≃ mR + m
2
D
(mR −mL) . (63)
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